SAI, as a partner of the Strategic Alliance “Scaling Up Indian CSR Initiatives,” is pleased to support the development of qualified trainers for the Center for Responsible Business (CRB). We are actively assisting in qualifying individuals to become trainers and in developing the curriculum for four training courses (Management Systems for Social Compliance, Internal Auditing, Workplace Communications and Management of Suppliers) to be offered by the CRB. SAI has developed a trainer development program for the CRB trainers that includes online training, classroom training and training other attendees under observation.

The purpose of the CRB trainer development is to develop and qualify individuals who can conduct the four training courses for the CRB.

CRB has the final decision on which trainers are selected to conduct CRB training. All contractual relationships, including fees and schedules, are directly negotiated between CRB and the trainers.

In addition to our engagement in the trainer development program for CRB, SAI also runs a number of other programs in India. These SAI programs include the SAI Lead Auditor Trainer qualification program and the Social Fingerprint Trainer Certification program. While trainers who have participated in the CRB trainer qualification program are encouraged to also look into SAI’s other programs, participation in the CRB trainer development program does not qualify someone to represent themselves as an SAI trainer nor to conduct courses using SAI course material without having undergone the respective qualification by SAI.